
Abstract— Flies maggots are used to estimate the post-mortem 
interval (PMI) through their developmental time in forensic 
entomology. Maggots identification is hard since they often have 
similar morphologies. Computer vision techniques and machine 
learning seem to be a good alternative to solve this problem. The 
aim is to create maggots microscopic images database and apply 
the dataset with an algorithm to automate the maggots 
identification. Although that approach could be used in forensic 
entomological identification and criminal expertise, this paper 
focuses on comparing the image classifications with IBK, J48, 
Random Forest and Random Tree classifiers. The Random 
Forest algorithm achieved the best performance, which was 
above 80% in most tests using the precision metric (P). 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Forensic entomology uses arthropods to help in the 
resolution of the crimes, often those related to violent death [1; 
2]. Forensic entomology uses insects found on corpses to 
answer questions related to criminal investigations. The right 
maggot identification is fundamental, but it is hard work to be 
carried out on immature insects [3]. Maggots are useful in 
investigations by contributing to clarification as to the identity 
of the deceased, how the death occurred, which place, the 
cause, whether it was natural, accidental or criminal, and in 
the estimation of the Post Mortem Interval (PMI), which 
includes the time interval between the date of death and the 
date the body was found [4; 5]. 

From the first works on forensic maggots studies and even 
current researches, maggots identification is still used as 
descriptive keys for adult flies and light microscopy. 
According to some studies, light microscopy does not provide 
details of characteristics that could have diagnostic value [6; 
7]. Some authors have related of the labor work for maggots 
identification using light microscopy [8; 9], besides the 
problems to keep the maggots until they become adult flies to 
be used as available taxonomic keys [10]. 

In Brazil, the Brazilian Criminal Procedure Code, in its Art. 
386, II, the defendant will be acquitted if there is insufficient 
proof for conviction [11]. In many homicide cases, the only 
elements that are present at the crime scene and can be used as 
evidence are the insects. The maggots are morphologically 
identified, physical-chemical and molecular analyses are 

applied in the maggots to try to figure out some suspect DNA 
or clue where the crime occurred. However, due to the 
Brazilian scientific police structures uncertainty, it is rare that 
there are structures and professional sites to carry out studies 
of this nature.  

In this context, computer vision can be applied in order to 
automate and minimize the costs of the maggots identification 
process. It is possible to improve the classification of specific 
images through pre-processing and attribute extraction 
techniques that are capable of acquiring and interpreting a 
larger set of information for a particular image type.  

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

A. Sampling and Identification of Maggots  

The decomposition process of a human or animal corpse 
may take from weeks to years depending on the kind of 
organic material and the place where the corpse is located [12; 
13]. Maggots were collected once a day during the whole four 
pigs decomposition process. They were used because 40 kg of 
pig mass is equivalent to the fat distribution, cover of hair and 
potential of insects attraction at the human body [14]. It was 
used one pig per year season and they were placed in the UTM 
coordinates E: 749580 and N: 7743829 (21K) at 650m 
altitudes in a Brazilian Savannah fragment area, located at 
Campo Grande city, Mato Grosso do Sul, Brazil. 

 The maggots were daily collected during each pig 
decomposition and were stored in tubes (50 ml), in ultra-
freezer at -80ºC. The larvae were classified as instar, larval 
development stage and species using the literature described 
by [15; 16] and a CARL ZEISS Axio Scope A1 light 
microscope with an integrated camera to take the photos in the 
5x objective lens and 2x eyepiece. Subsequently, the maggots 
were placed in a clarification solution (0.05% KOH for 
approximately 15 minutes). Fig. 1, a) shows the backside and 
the front side from a lateral view of do maggot body and were 
divided for identification and that parts were placed in a boil. 

Then, the structures present in the posterior and anterior 
part of the second and third instar larvae were photographed, 
such as spiracles, tubers and the last two body segments for 
the posterior part, and sclerite, thorn and the first two body 
segments.  
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